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1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    
 
Whether you are cutting sheet metal, wood, board, plastic, or glass, SECANT Lite provides fast 
and accurate production of low wastage cutting patterns for all beam saw operations. 
 

• SECANT Lite aims to maximize your cutting capacity by utilizing the full cutting height of the 
saw as often as possible 
 

• The orientation of a cut part can be fully controlled within SECANT Lite to align the part with 
some feature of the material such as pattern or finish 

 

• The system controls the number of different cut parts in production at any time helping avoid 
congestion problems in the marshalling area 

 

• SECANT Lite can be configured to produce patterns with or without turns, either including or 
prohibiting third phase cutting / recuts. 

 

• The patterns can be manually adjusted if desired 
 

• The patterns are shown as clear diagrams that can be viewed and printed or downloaded 
directly to your saw.  

 

• There is no limit on the number of cut parts or stock sizes in any one job. 
 
 

2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Using SECANTUsing SECANTUsing SECANTUsing SECANT    LiteLiteLiteLite    
 
SECANT Lite uses the familiar menus and forms image in its user interface. A comprehensive on-
line manual and contextual help at each stage ensures rapid progress up the learning curve. The 
cutting list and stock file properties visible to the user can be tailored simply for each organisation. 
The terminology can be changed to match the industry conventions.  
 
The user creates SECANT jobs each of which comprises a cutting list, a stock file and a set of 
controls. A library of jobs is maintained for rapid referral to past performance. Jobs may be 
entered manually, imported from other systems or created by merging standard orders. 
 
Any precision can be used for panel and board dimensions. 
 
SECANT Lite allows units to be given as either metric or imperial. Dimensions can make use of 
decimals and fractions. 
 
 

3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Pattern BuildingPattern BuildingPattern BuildingPattern Building    
 
3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 The ObjectiveThe ObjectiveThe ObjectiveThe Objective    
 
SECANT Lite will minimize material wastage, whilst also attempting to reduce the number of 
machine cycles required. A restriction can be placed on the number of different cut parts in 
progress at any time. 
. 
3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 Panel PropertiesPanel PropertiesPanel PropertiesPanel Properties    
SECANT generates patterns that will produce the panels specified in the cutting list. Both exact 
requirement production and controlled over-make are supported. SECANT will never under- 
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produce on the requirement. You can however specify optional panels that may be cut if by so 
doing the yield is improved. 
 
The grained property allows you to control the orientation of a piece in every pattern used to 
produce that piece. This property also allows you to control the orientation of a piece within the 
strip from which it is cut. This feature may be required if the board is to be cut into strips and the 
strips edged before the pieces are cut from the strip.  
 
 
3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 Work flowWork flowWork flowWork flow:  
The highest yields and the most efficient saw usage can generally be achieved by allowing 
SECANT Lite to freely combine any of the piece sizes in the cutting list. However, such patterns 
may result in an unacceptable amount of work in progress where at any time a large number of 
orders are partially complete. A limit can be placed on the number of different panels in progress 
at any time. 
 
 
3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 Machine Machine Machine Machine capabilitiescapabilitiescapabilitiescapabilities....  
 
SECANT Lite allows you to specify. 
 

• Blade loss. 

• Trims. Clean edge trims, strip trims and internal trims after change in cutting direction. 

• Limits on third phase cutting. 

• Limits on number of turns 

• Maximum book height. 
 
 
 

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 Pattern EditingPattern EditingPattern EditingPattern Editing    
 
The fully featured graphical editor allows you to display and edit several patterns simultaneously. 
 

• Panels and strips can be dragged between patterns or to new positions within the same 
pattern. You will be warned if your edits violate any of the cutting controls.  
 

• Panels can be dragged from the cutting list to infill offcut areas.  
 

• Panels can be assigned to de-stacking stations. 
 

• A user-defined report is shown under the editing area so that the impact of changes on yields 
or panel production can be seen immediately. 

 
 

5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 Reporting and Reporting and Reporting and Reporting and labellinglabellinglabellinglabelling    
    
5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 LabelsLabelsLabelsLabels    
 
Labels can be produced for each cut panel, each stack of panels and each offcut. Label design is 
easy with a graphic editor that allows you to select job details, production date, production 
sequence, panel properties and sheet properties and drag them to their printing positions on the 
label. Special text formats and logos can be added. All standard label sizes and custom label sizes 
are supported.  
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5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 ReportsReportsReportsReports    
 
SECANT Lite is configured with two separate reports: a summary report and a detailed report. The 
summary report gives overall statistics on the job such as panel production, material usage, yield, 
wastage and cutting distances. The detailed report breaks down this information for each 
separate pattern along with a graphical representation of the pattern. 
 
 
 

6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 Interfaces with cutting devicesInterfaces with cutting devicesInterfaces with cutting devicesInterfaces with cutting devices    
 
The cutting patterns generated by SECANT Lite can be converted into numerical control files 
suitable for a wide variety of controllers for automatic saws.  
 
Available NC file formats for SECANT Lite include: 
 
PTXPTXPTXPTX General format supported by a number of saws. 
CPOUTCPOUTCPOUTCPOUT General format supported by a number of saws. May be configured to encode only 
sufficient instructions to cut the pattern into blocks made up of a single repeated piece. 
 
Further NC formats are available with the SECANT Desktop package including: Anthon, Holzma, 
Schelling, Homag and Giben. 
 

7777.0 System requirements.0 System requirements.0 System requirements.0 System requirements    

 
SECANT Lite will run on most modern PCs – whilst making use of higher specifications to improve 
performance. The minimum specification required is: 
 

• Operating system: Windows XP or higher 

• Processor: 2.4GHz. The system will make use of multi processors if available. 

• RAM: 2GB  

• Storage: The application itself is under 150MB in size whilst archived jobs require around 1MB 
for each 10 jobs. 

 
SECANT will run on any operating system from Windows XP through to Windows 10. 
 
Licences for SECANT Lite are available for single machine/user, network, terminal server and site 
wide use. 
 

8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 IntegrationIntegrationIntegrationIntegration    

 
Developers wishing to integrate the SECANT engine with their own software should refer to the 
Integrators GuideIntegrators GuideIntegrators GuideIntegrators Guide available from the downloads section at www.pslopt.co.uk for details of the 
SECANT DLL library, the LINUX engine and the command line options. 
 
Each SECANT job is a collection of simple ASCII comma separated files. Options are available to 
import the cutting list and stock file that define a job from spreadsheet software or from SQL 
databases. 
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SECANT can also be run in a batch or server mode using the SECANT Enterprise product. Folders 
are scanned for jobs that are then processed automatically according to a script. This approach 
can be used to add an optimizing capability to web-based ordering systems or other third-party 
sales order systems. For further details please refer to the SECANT Desktop technical 
documentation. 
  

9.0 Pricing9.0 Pricing9.0 Pricing9.0 Pricing    

 
SECANT Lite SECANT Lite SECANT Lite SECANT Lite ----    Single standalone user: £Single standalone user: £Single standalone user: £Single standalone user: £2222800800800800    
This licences the product for use on one PC only. 
 
SECANT Lite SECANT Lite SECANT Lite SECANT Lite ----    Single network user: £Single network user: £Single network user: £Single network user: £3333555500000000    
This licences the product for use by one concurrent user on a local network. 
 
SECANT Lite SECANT Lite SECANT Lite SECANT Lite ----    Additional users: £Additional users: £Additional users: £Additional users: £1414141400 per user00 per user00 per user00 per user    
For more than 3 concurrent users, including side wide licences, please contact us for pricing 
information at info@secant-software.com 
 
 

    
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 Contact Contact Contact Contact informationinformationinformationinformation    
    
If you have any further questions or would like to arrange for a demonstration then please contact 
us on +44 (0) 845 689 1265, via email at info@secant-software.com or visit our website at 
www.secant-software.com. 
 


